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[email protected] [email protected] ABSTRACT A Boolean logic-based evaluation of a database query returns true on match and false on mismatch. Unfortunately, there are many application scenarios where such an evaluation is not possible or does not adequately meet user expectations about vague and uncertain conditions. Consequently, there is a need for incorporating impreciseness and proximity into a logic-based query language. A probabilistic approach known from Information Retrieval expresses the fulfilling of a condition by a probability of relevance. Besides relevance probabilities used in IR probabilistic databases have been established as a challenging research field. In this work we lay the theoretical basis for the combination of relevance probabilities and probabilistic databases evaluated by a unifying probability measure.



1. INTRODUCTION Evaluating a traditional logic-based database query against a data tuple yields true on match and false on mismatch. Unfortunately, there are many application scenarios where such an evaluation is not possible or does not adequately meet users needs. Thus, there is a need for incorporating the concepts of impreciseness and proximity into a logic-based query language. An interesting approach is applying similarity predicates as ‘age is around 30 ’ or ‘location is close to Berlin’ within such a query language. Data objects fulfill this kind of predicates to a certain degree which can be represented by a value out of the interval [0, 1]. Based on these score values a ranking of all data objects is possible which distinguishes result items. Our retrieval model presented in [13] incorporates score values into a logic-based query language by exploiting a vector space model known from quantum mechanics and logic [11]. Based on this model and a logic-based weighting ap-
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proach we developed the calculus query language CQQL, Commuting Quantum Query Language, as an extension of the relational domain calculus described in [10]. A popular probabilistic approach known from Information Retrieval expresses a score value by a probability of relevance [16]: What is the probability that a user rates a data object as relevant? In our interpretation the underlying test criteria is embodied by a logic-based similarity condition. Consequently, we interpret the evaluation result of a similarity condition as a relevance probability. In [9] we present a probabilistic interpretation of our CQQL retrieval model producing relevance probabilities as query results. Besides those relevance probabilities probabilistic databases have been established as a challenging research field over the last decade. In probabilistic databases a tuple may belong in the database with some amount of confidence. As an example consider an experimental scientist who typically conduct many experiments producing raw data that must be saved and analyzed. Regardless of the applied data generating method, in many cases the data values to be stored in a database may be inexact, or may have a confidence value associated with them [8]. The semantics of such probabilistic databases are often given by the possible-world-semantics (denoted as PWS). In this case several possible states of a given application system are managed in one integrated database. In this work we lay the theoretical basis for the combination of relevance probabilities and the possible-worldsemantics. Particularly, in Section (2) we declare a classification of different query types to examine the expressiveness of our and related models (see Section (3)). Then we present probability spaces for the CQQL retrieval model and our PWS adaptation (see Section (4) and (5)). Finally, in Section (6) we introduce our unifying probability measure embedded in combined probability space. Running example: In order to demonstrate our ideas and concepts we use a running example. It represents a simple crime solver inspired by a similar scenario used in [17]. To be more precise, we work with a deterministic and a probabilistic table containing a record of registered criminals and a file of witness statements. In the deterministic table criminals, given in Table (1) and abbreviated by crim, following attributes are stored for each registered person: name, status, sex and age. Thereby, the domains for the



TID t1 t2 t3



Criminals (crim) name status sex Bonnie jail female Clyde free male Al free male



age 21 32 47



Table 1: Deterministic information about registered criminals TID t4 t5 t6 t7 t8



Observation (obs) witness obs_sex obs_age Amber male 30 Amber male 35 Amber female 25 Mike female 20 Carl female 30



Pr 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.9



Table 2: Witness statements annotated by confidence values attributes status and sex are given by {f ree, jail, parole} and {f emale, male}. In addition, during an investigation it was possible to gather witness statements about a given crime. We only consider information about this single crime. So, we can state that each witness saw one single person characterised by his/her sex (attribute obs sex ) and an estimated age (attribute obs age). The statement tuples in the probabilistic table observation, given in Table (2) and abbreviated by obs, are annotated by a confidence value which can be interpreted as a probability of occurrence. Additionally, we assume that statements of different witnesses are independent, e.g., the statement tuples t4 and t7 of obs. Contrarily, statements of one person are disjoint, e.g., the statement tupes t4 , t5 and t6 of witness Amber. Those relationships have an important impact on the probability computation as we see in Section (5) and (6).



2. QUERY TYPES In this section we want to set up a classification which helps us to clarify and compare our proposed model (see Section (6)) against existing approaches (see Section (3)). For specifying our classification we identify two significant criteria concerning query language expressiveness and the underlying relational data basis: (i) incorporating the concepts of impreciseness and proximity in terms of similarity predicates and (ii) modeling different possible database states. We denote the fulfilling of one of these criteria by the term uncertain. That means, we apply certain or uncertain queries on certain or uncertain relation data. Please be aware that the terms certain and uncertain can be also used in different meanings. Especially, in probabilistic databases, here classified as uncertain, the query processing is, in fact, in parallel fashion performed on different deterministic database states. In our context we rather use the term uncertain on the data modeling aspect. So, a user, for example, does not know which is the correct instance of his/her data. Consequently, the user annotates his/her data by a confidence value expressing a probability of occurrence. Next we present four query classes which are built by applying the two classification criteria orthogonally. Addition-



ally, we give a characteristic example query referring to our running scenario for each class. (i) Certain queries on certain data CQonCD: The class CQonCD contains queries formed by Boolean conditions on deterministic relational data. Those queries are processed by traditional relational query languages like relational domain calculus, relational algebra or SQL. According to our scenario a typical query of CQonCD is given by “Determine all criminals who have the status free”. The corresponding expression πname (σst=f (crim))) is formulated in relational algebra. (ii) Uncertain queries on certain data UQonCD: The class UQonCD stands for queries which supports impreciseness and proximity by integrating similarity predicates. The evaluation results of those queries are given by a score value from the interval [0, 1] which is expressing the degree of query fulfilling. A UQonCD-query is given by “Determine all criminals who have the status free and his/her age is around 30”. A corresponding formalised query can be expressed as CQQL query {(name) | ∃st, sex, age : crim(name, st, sex, age)∧



(1)



st = f ∧ age ≈ 30} (iii) Certain queries on uncertain data CQonUD: The queries of the class CQonUD are typical for probabilistic databases with possible-world-semantics. As an example query we examine “Determine all criminals who were possible observed. That means, his/her age is within an interval of 10 years around an observed age and his/her observed sex is matching”. For formalising this CQonUD-query we use the PRA algebra developed by Fuhr and Roellecke [5]: πname (crim ./FB obs).



(2)



whereby the join condition FB ≡ (sex = obs sex ∧ age ∈ [obs age − 5, obs age + 5]) is evaluated as Boolean condition. (iv) Uncertain queries on uncertain data UQonUD: If we augment possible-world-semantics by similarity conditions, a query class with an expanded expressiveness is emerging. To be more precise, in UQonUD we apply similarity conditions on data objects which are given in a specific possible database state. The class UQonUD obviously subsumes the first three classes. As an example query for UQonUD we want to investigate a variant of the last CQonUD-query (2): “Determine all criminals who were possible observed. That means, his/her age is similar to an observed age and his/her observed sex is matching”. In order to exemplify this query we extend the PRA algebra by CQQL similarity conditions: πname (crim ./(sex=obs sex∧age≈obs age) obs).



(3)



By applying the similarity predicate ‘age ≈ obs age’ within the join condition we can score the merging of two input tuples. For instance, consider the joined tuples t1 • t6 and t1 •t7 . In this case we evaluate the subconditions ‘21 ≈ 25’ and ‘21 ≈ 20’. That means, we obtain a greater score value for evaluating the second predicate, because the difference between 21 and 20 is smaller than between 21 and 25.



However, the result of the corresponding CQonUD-query (2) also includes both tuple combinations (t1 •t6 and t1 •t7 ), because 21 lies within the required age intervals [20, 30] and [15, 25]. But in contrast to the UQonUD-query both combined tuples are ranked on the same level. Obviously, important information can get lost during processing a CQonUD-query. In general, the class UQonUD is always interesting, if you want to apply logic-based similarity conditions on data objects annotated by confidence values. As a further example you can consider sensor data (e.g., temperature, location) which are generated with a certain amount of uncertainty [3]. Here you can process complex conditions including similarity predicates as ‘temperature is around 30◦ C’ or ‘location is close to checkpoint 3’.



3. RELATED WORK In the last decade a huge amount of probabilistic systems and approaches as [2, 5, 4, 7, 17, 15] have been proposed. They all support the processing of probabilistic relational data, i.e., queries from the query class CQonUD. Besides computation complexity the expressiveness of the applied query languages is a significant comparison criterion. Especially, the groundbreaking papers [5] and [4] explicitly discuss the integration of similarity predicates, i.e., the additional support of UQonCD-queries. In [5] Fuhr and Roellecke propose to model similarity predicates as built-in predicates. That means, the corresponding scoring functions are encoded as usual probability relations. Unfortunately, in this case it is not allowed to apply algebra operations arbitrarily any more. Contrarily, in [4] Dalvi and Suciu suggest to calculate the score values of all similarity predicates in advance. After such a pre-processing step the calculated score values are getting integrated in a probabilistic relation as occurrence probabilities. This method is restricted to the set of conjuctive queries without self-joins in general. Probabilistic approaches as [17, 7, 15] offer the opportunity to model uncertainty on attribute level. In this case the evaluation of a similarity predicate could be encoded in the corresponding uncertain attribute. But once again this approach is only working for conjuctive queries, because the probability for an entire tuple is always conjuctively combined by its attribute probabilities. Summarising, we can state that the discussed approaches [5, 4, 7, 17, 15] are not supporting arbitrary logic-based similarity queries from UQonCD or UQonUD. As we see in Section (4) the probabilistic interpretation of CQQL can process arbitrary UQonCD-queries. Our combined data model (see Section (6)) can also handle queries from UQonUD. Further probabilistic approaches specifically support probabilistic versions of kNN-, range- or ranking-queries which can be often used as subconditions in a logic-based query language. For an overview of those similarity query types we refer to [12]. In contrast to established probabilistic systems, fuzzy databases as [6] support arbitrary UQonCD- and UQonUD-queries using fuzzy logic. However, fuzzy databases are not based on probabilistic semantics and the result of a query evaluated by fuzzy logic does not meet user expectations adequately. Especially, the result of the minimum function, which is the only t-norm with the logic properties idempotence and distributivity, depends only on one input parameter (dominance problem) [14].



A popular approach for handling vagueness is the skyline operator [1]. It filters out interesting tuples from a potentially large result set. A tuple belongs to the computed skyline, if it is not dominated by any other tuple, i.e., there is no tuple which is at least as good as in all criteria and better in at least one criterion. The domination condition of a skyline operator relies on Boolean logic. Therefore, a homogeneous result set is produced which cannot sufficiently express different degrees of query matching.



4.



CQQL PROBABILITY SPACE



In [9] we develop a probabilistic interpretation for our CQQL retrieval model. Next we apply this interpretation to build a probability space for UQonCD-queries. For a detailed explanation we refer to [9]. As an example we want to investigate the condition ‘st = f ∧ age ≈ 30’ of the UQonCDquery (1). CQQL retrieval model: Before we define the CQQL probability space we want to summarise basic principles of the CQQL retrieval model. The underlying idea is to apply the theory of vector spaces, also known from quantum mechanics and quantum logic, for query processing. Table (3) gives correspondences between query processing concepts and the vector space model of CQQL. In general, the CQQL query processing value domain Dom(t) tuple to be queried t condition c evaluation



↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔



evalt (c)



↔



CQQL model vector space H tuple vector #» t condition space cs[c] squared cosine of the #» angle between t and cs[c] #» cos2 (]( t, cs[c]))



Table 3: Correspondences between query processing and the retrieval model of CQQL retrieval model specifies the evaluation of a single tuple t against a given CQQL condition c. We start our description by considering a vector space H being the domain of a tuple t. All attribute values of a tuple t are embodied by the #» direction of a tuple vector t of length one. A condition c itself corresponds to a vector subspace of H called condition space and denoted as cs[c]. The evaluation result evalt (c) is determined by the mini#» mal angle between tuple vector t and condition space cs[c]. The squared cosine of this angle is a value out of the interval [0, 1] and can therefore be interpreted as a similarity measure as well as a score value. Thus, if the tuple vector belongs to the condition space, then we interpret the condition outcome as a complete match. Contrarily, a right angle #» of 90◦ between t and cs[c] leads to a complete mismatch. Probabilistic interpretation: The idea of our probabilistic interpretation is a mapping between elements of the CQQL retrieval model and a discrete probability space (Ω, F , P t ). This mapping, given in Table (4), guarantees the same evaluation results for the geometric and the probabilistic interpretation. In the following we define the probability space (Ω, F , P t ) for the evaluation of a given tuple t and specify the semantics



CQQL model vector space basis of H tuple vector #» t condition space cs[c] evaluation by angle #» cos2 (]( t, cs[c]))



↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔ ↔



prob. interpretation sample space Ω probability mass function pt(ω), ω ∈ Ω event E[c] ⊆ F probability P measure P t(E[c]) = ω∈E[c] pt (ω)



Table 4: Mapping between the CQQL model and its probabilistic interpretation



of a CQQL condition c as an event E[c] out of F . Generally, the definition of a probability space requires three steps: (i) defining a sample space Ω, a σ-algebra F and a probability measure P t , (ii) proving that σ-additivity holds for P t and (iii) verifying that P t(Ω) sums up to 1. We tailored our CQQL retrieval model in a way that all constructed sample spaces are countable, despite the underlying attribute domains can be continuous. So, we can comfortably define F as the power set of Ω, i.e., F := P(Ω). Thus, σ-additivity holds for each P t , if we declare the probability measure P t : P(Ω) → [0, 1] pointwise by a probabilt t ity P masst function p : Ω → [0, 1]. That means, P (E) :=t ω∈E p (ω). Consequently, we have only to define Ω and p and prove that P t(Ω) equals 1. The CQQL probability space (Ω, P(Ω), P t ) is constructed as a product probability space1 from so-called basic probability spaces. Therefore, first of all, we build a basic probability space for each queried attribute of tuple t. The structure of a basic probability space depends on the querying predicate pr. According to their semantics predicates can be classified into two different main types: Boolean and similarity predicates. For instance, our example condition includes two predicates ‘st = f ’ and ‘age ≈ 30’ whereby the first one is classified as Boolean predicate and the latter one is a typical similarity predicate. Furthermore, we call an attribute queried by an Boolean predicate as Boolean attribute (denoted as BA) and, consequently, an attribute queried by a similarity predicate as similarity attribute (denoted as SA). Referring to the strong relationship between vector space model and probabilistic interpretation we assign an elementary event of a sample space to a tuple vector decoding an attribute value or a comparison constant. Precisely, for a Boolean attribute BA we specify its sample space as ΩBA := #» #» # » {bv | val(bv) ∈ con1 (BA)} ∪ {⊥BA } whereby con1 (BA) returns all comparison constants querying BA and val( #» v ) gives #» the encoded value of #» v , e.g., con1 (st) = {f ree} and val( f ) = # » f . The vector ⊥BA represents all domain values which do not occur as comparison constant in the given condition. Furthermore, the sample space of a similarity attribute SA # » # » is defined as ΩSA := {con2 (pr), ¬con2 (pr)}. That means, we use tuple vectors expressing the comparison constant of the querying predicate pr (denoted as con2 (pr)) and its orthocomplement2 . Hence, the sample space Ωage of the similarity #» # » attribute age is given by Ωage := {30, ¬30}. 1



It can be proven that a product space which is built from different basic probability spaces constitutes always a probability space again. 2 # » is perpendicular to #» # » = 90◦ . The vector ¬v v ⇔ ]( #» v , ¬v)



Next we give the definitions of the probability mass functions ptBA and ptSA . The probability mass function ptBA is specified as ptBA ( #» v ) := SFBA (t[BA], val( #» v ))  #»  1 if t[BA] = val( v ) or # » #» = ( v = ⊥BA ∧ t[BA] ∈ / con1 (BA))  0 else whereby SFBA describes a scoring function for the respective predicate ‘BA = con2 (pr)’ defined by the last equation. In contrast to ptBA , the probability mass function ptSA is defined as  v )) SFSA (t[SA], val( #»    if #» v is not negated t #» pSA ( v ) :=  1 − SFSA (t[SA], val( #» v ))    if #» v is negated.



According to this definition we set ptSA to a scoring function SFSA which produces a similarity value for ‘SA ≈ con2 (pr)’. In our formalism the similarity value of SFSA is interpreted as a relevance probability for the complete fulfilling of the corresponding similarity predicate. Using basic probability spaces we build the CQQL probability space by (i) defining the combined sample space as Ω := ΩBA1 × . . . × ΩBAn × ΩSA1 × . . . × ΩSAm and (ii) setting the combined probability mass function to ) · . . . · ptSAm (v# SAm»). pt ((ωBA1 , . . . , ωSAm )) := ptBA1 (v# BA» 1 Condition semantics: Respecting our probabilistic interpretation a condition c represents an event E[c] out of P(Ω). For calculating the probability of such an event we use the defined probability measure P t, i.e., evalt (c) := P t(E[c]). We can apply following standard evaluation rules for probability computation provided the events E[c1 ] and E[c2 ] are independent: evalt (pr) := SFattr(pr) (t[attr(pr)], con2 (pr)) if pr is a predicate evalt (c1 ∧c2 ) := P t(E[c1 ]) · P t(E[c2 ]) evalt (c1 ∨c2 ) := P t(c1 )+P t(c2 )−P t(c1 ) · P t(c2 ) evalt (¬c) := 1 − P t(c), whereby the auxiliary function attr(pr) returns the attribute queried by predicate pr. In general, two events E[c1 ] and E[c2 ] are independent, if the underlying conditions c1 and c2 do not contain overlapping similarity predicates. For instance, we must not use the evaluation rules on the condition (age ≈ 30 ∧ age ≈ 30). Obviously, the similarity predicate age ≈ 30 is overlapping in both parts of the conjunction. For conditions including overlapping similarity predicates we apply the well-known sieve formula after performing two transformation steps: (i) building the equivalent disjunctive normal form DNF (c) of condition c and then (ii) simplifying the generated conjuncts Ki of DNF (c) by the logical laws of idempotence and complements simpl(Ki ) = Ki0 : evalt (c) :=



n X i=1



(−1)i−1



X



evalt (Kj01 )·. . .·evalt (Kj0i ).



1≤j1 


5. PWS PROBABILITY SPACE In the following section we introduce a discrete probability space (Ω, P(Ω), P ) being the underlying mathematical structure of our possible-world-semantics adaptation. Precisely, we apply the special case of probabilistic block-independent databases in order to process queries from the class CQonUD. For starters, we take a relation R ⊆ Dom(A1 ) × . . . × Dom(An ) of a relation schema attr(R) = {A1 , . . . , An }. Each tuple subset of R stands for a possible state, also called world, of R. Let us assume a relation R = {(1), (2)}. For this example the possible states/worlds are given by Rw1 = {(1), (2)}, Rw2 = {(1)}, Rw3 = {(2)} and Rw4 = {}. One of these possible states/worlds is representing the one that occurs in reality. But which one is assumed to be unknown. In order to cope this uncertainty we employ a probability measure over the set of all possible worlds. In general, the semantics of the used probability measures is not predefined. For simplifying the probability computation we choose the semantics of probabilistic block-independent databases for our framework. They embody a reasonable compromise between an expensive probability computation and expressiveness. In more detail, we declare a probabilistic relation Rp as a tuple (R, P r) consisting of a relational data part R and a probability function P r : R → [0, 1]. Thereby, the function P r(t) expresses the occurrence probability of a given tuple t. In Table (2) both parts of our probabilistic relation obs are encoded in one representation. Please note we only consider tuples with a probability greater than 0. Referring to the relation schema attr(R) we additionally specify a set of attributes as the event key of Rp : ekey(R) = {Al1 , . . . , Alm } ⊆ attr(R). Using ekey(R) we can derive the set of all possible key values of Rp as KRp := Dom(Al1 ) × . . . × Dom(Alm ). Each event key value k ∈ KRp generates a block of disjoint tuples: B[k] := {t ∈ R | t[Al1 , . . . , Alm ] = k}. The disjointness property means that at most one tuple of a block occurs in a possible world. A possible world is always associated with a probability greater than 0. Additionally, we require for the occurrence P probability function P r that the equation ∀k ∈ KRp : t∈B[k] P r(t) ≤ 1 always holds. For our example we set the event key ekey(obs) to {wit− ness} and achieve therefore three blocks B[Amber] := {t4 , t5 , t6 }, B[M ike] := {t7 } and B[Carl] := {t8 }. So, amongst others following instances of obs represent possible worlds: {t4 , t7 , t8 }, {t5 , t7 }, {t8 }. By contrast the world {t4 , t5 , t8 } is not possible, because the tuples t4 and t5 are from the same block B[Amber]. That means, if we follow our scenario assumptions, it is not possible that Amber saw two persons at the same time. For defining (Ω, P(Ω), P ) as a product probability space we build basic probability spaces which are bijectively connected to a block B[k] by Ωk := B[k] ∪ {⊥k }. Thereby, the symbol ⊥k represents an empty block, i.e., no tuple of block B[k] occurs in a respective possible world. Moreover, we set the corresponding probability mass function pk : Ωk → [0, 1] to  P r(t) if ω 6=⊥k pk (ω) := (1 − P P r(t)) else.  t∈B[k]



Obviously, P (Ωk ) sums up to 1 and the triple (Ωk , P(Ωk ), Pk ) consequently constitutes a probability space. Next we



use the constructed basic probability spaces to define the final PWS probability space (Ω, P(Ω), P ) by combining the sample spaces Ω := Ωk1 × . . . × Ωkr and multiplying the probability mass functions p((ωk1 , . . . , ωkr )) := pk1 (ωk1 ) · . . .·pkr (ωkr ). Thus, the probabilities of the worlds {t4 , t7 , t8 } and {t5 , t7 } are given by p((t4 , t7 , t8 )) = pAmber (t4 )·pM ike (t7 )· pCarl (t8 ) = 0.189 and p((t5 , ⊥M ike , t8 )) = pAmber (t5 )· pM ike (⊥M ike ) · pCarl (t8 ) = 0.081. Query semantics: As an example query language for the introduced PWS model we adapt the PRA algebra developed in [5]. So, each tuple t is associated with an event E[t] out of P(Ω). Particularly, we differ two types of events and tuples. On the one hand we consider basic events derived from basic tuples which are given initially in a probabilistic relation. On the other hand we deal with complex events generated by tuples which are constructed during query processing. An event E[t] for a basic tuple t is defined as E[t] := {(tk1 , . . . , t, . . . , tkr ) | tki ∈ Ωki , t[Al1 , . . . , Alm ] 6= ki }. So, for example, the event E[t4 ] is given by {(t4 , t7 , t8 ), (t4 , t7 , ⊥Carl ),(t4 , ⊥M ike , t8 ),(t4 , ⊥M ike , ⊥Carl )}. In fact, the probability of E[t] is given by the occurrence probability P r(t). For a tuple t from a deterministic table we set E[t] = 1. The construction rules for a complex event E[t] are depending on the applied algebra operation whereby t1 and t2 are representing tuples of the respective input relations: selection σc : E[t] := E[t1 ] [ project πA : E[t] :=



E[tˆ]



tˆ∈{t˜∈Rp |t˜[A]=t[A]}



union ∪ : E[t] := E[t1 ] ∪ E[t2 ] difference \ : E[t] := E[t1 ] \ E[t2 ] join ./ : E[t] := E[t1 ] ∩ E[t2 ] We determine the result tuples for the UQonCD-query (2) as t13 = (Bonnie) and t14 = (Clyde) with P r(t13 ) = P ((E[t1 ]∩E[t6 ])∪(E[t1 ]∩E[t7 ])) = P (E[t1 ]∩(E[t6 ]∪E[t7 ])) P r(t14 ) = P (E[t2 ]∩(E[t4 ]∪E[t5 ])). By analyzing the structure of the underlying events of t13 and t14 we can calculate the final occurrence probabilities as P r(t13 ) = P (E[t1 ]) · (P (E[t6 ]) + P (E[t7 ])− P (E[t6 ]) · P (E[t7 ])) = 0.79 P r(t14 ) = P (E[t2 ]) · (P (E[t4 ]) + P (E[t5 ])) = 0.6. In general, we compute the probabilities of independent or disjoint events to achieve the final probability P r(t). Thus, for instance, the events E[t4 ] and E[t5 ] are disjoint, because they are generated by disjoint tuples of block B[Amber].



6.



COMBINED PROBABILITY SPACE



Finally, we unify the probability spaces of CQQL (det noted as (ΩCQQL , P(ΩCQQL ), PCQ QL )) and PWS (identified by (ΩPWS , P(ΩPWS ), PPWS )) in order to define a data model which is able to process arbitrary queries from query class UQonUD. We call the novel model Probabilistic Quantum Model abbreviated by PQM. Again we combine two probability spaces by building a product probability space. In detail, we define the PQM



t probability space (ΩPQM , P(ΩPQM ), PPQ M ) for the evaluation of a given tuple t as ΩPQM := ΩPWS × ΩCQQL and ptPQM ((ωPWS , ωCQQL )) := pPWS (ωPWS ) · ptCQQL (ωCQQL ). So, for evaluating the joined tuple of t1 and t6 against UQonUD-query (3) we achieve following sample space #» #» ΩPQM = {((t4 , t7 , t8 ), (30, f )), . . . , # » #» ((⊥ ,⊥ ,⊥ ), (¬30, m))}. Amber



M ike



Carl



Moreover, we compute, for instance, the probability of the #» #» elementary event ((t6 , t7 , t8 ), (25, f )) as ptPQM (((t6 , t7 , t8 ), #» #» (25, f ))) = P r(t6 )·P r(t7 )·P r(t8 )·SFsex (f, f ) · SFage (21, 25). The justification for using a product space as unifying structure is given by the meaning of query class UQonUD. Thus, we consider a given tuple annotated by a occurrence probability as data basis. Then we additionally apply a similarity condition producing a relevance probability on this data basis. Respecting this interpretation we avoid a merging or an overlapping of both input probabilities. Therefore, we assume that both input probability measures are independent and embedded in a combined product probability space. Query semantics: For demonstrating a query evaluation based on PQM we explore a PRA query including a CQQL condition given by UQonUD-query (3). For starters, each tuple t is also connected to an event EPQM [t]. For specifying EPQM [t] we refer to the events and sample spaces defined for the PWS and the CQQL model identified by EPWS [t], ΩPWS , ECQQL [c] and ΩCQQL . Thereby, basic events and complex events induced by the algebra operations projection, union, difference and join are defined as EPQM [t] := EPWS [t] × ΩCQQL . In contrast, for a selection σc we set the corresponding complex event to EPQM [t] := (EPWS [t] × ΩCQQL ) ∩ (ΩPWS × ECQQL [c]). Thus, the corresponding occurrence probability for the result tuple t21 = (Bonnie) of UQonUD-query (3) is given by P r(t21 ) = P t21(EPQM [t1 ] ∩ (EPQM [t6 ] ∪ EPQM [t7 ])∩ EPQM [age ≈ 25] ∩ EPQM [age ≈ 20]). Generally, we can calculate event probabilities by enumerating the elementary events of the respective event. From a computational view point such a method is quite inefficient, because in general the cardinality of an event E[t] can increase tremendously. Therefore, the probability P r(t) has to be directly inferred from the underlying event formula E[t]. This is always possible, if the event formula is given in a syntactical normal form. The normalisation of E[t] and the corresponding probability computation are essential tasks of the applied query language. We want to emphasise that a simple combination of PRA and CQQL does not work for arbitrary UQonUD-queries. The development of a unifying query language is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we refer to ongoing research activities.



7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK In this work we have deployed the theoretical basis for a probabilistic query framework. The introduced data model PQM has been constructed from a probabilistic CQQL interpretation and the possible-world-semantics of probabilistic block-independent databases. The next step is the design of query languages relying on PQM.
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